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[FULL][Portable]The 8-bit NES had a

catchy theme song, with a catchy
tambourine beat that fit the gameplay

perfectly, and added a whole new element
of gameplay to the platform game. But

when Nintendo was developing the NES,
one of the defining aspects of gaming

wasn’t so clear. The NES was designed to
play games in black and white, but many

games were developed in color. The
programmers were encouraged to use color

at will, so the different sections of the
screen could be painted in a variety of

colors, and a game that would have been a
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simple 2D scrolling platform game with
black backgrounds and a single color

enemy could be turned into a 3D platform
game with a variety of enemies in a variety

of colors. The NES chip itself couldn’t
really handle all of the full-color graphics,
so the designers could only run 4 colors of

graphics at once. But most of the
developers didn’t want to be constrained to
that low resolution, so they decided to map
each of the colors from the various sections
of the screen to their own color code. It was

a clunky hack, but it allowed them to use
color freely. In the original NES, the palette

was arranged with eight total colors. The
top eight sections of the screen were each

mapped to one of
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